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HarassMap
The Campaign to
End Sexual Harassment
in Egypt’s Streets

Vision and Motivation
February 11, 2011 marked the
beginning of a new era in Egyptian history,
as longtime president Hosni Mubarak
was swept from power by a wave of mass
demonstrations across the country. The
end of that repressive regime, however,
did not herald an end to the problems that
had plagued Egyptian society – among
them widespread sexual harassment and
assault. For years, women in Egypt had
endured pervasive street harassment
ranging from catcalls and groping to mass
sexual attacks. The revolution provided a
brief respite as women joined with men to
protest, and as one woman said, “In three
weeks of revolution we did not experience
any sexual harassment by men. What
civilization emerged in these weeks! What
culture!”1
But with the post-Mubarak security
vacuum came increasingly violent sexual
assaults on women in public spaces.

ÃÌ´¿YÁÀÌ]
ÕY cZYfY kYÂ»Y ¾f§³ kÁY Z]
Ä¯ ÕÂÆ¼mÌW ,Z^» ÖÀu ÕZÀ¯] Á
ÄËÂ§ºÅ{ZË,{¯d»Â°u»]Y{½ZÌ·Z
» xËZe { Y ÖÀËÂ¿  Õ{ÔÌ» 
¾ËY{´]Â¯ÁÄ»Z¯{Ây¹Z¿½ZËZaZ»Y {Â³
½Z½ZÌ»{Ä¯ÖËZËÔ]¾f§ZËÄ¼eZyÖÀ »Ä]Â¯
Ã{f³ ÖÀm YM Á dË}Y Ä] ÃËÁ Ä] ½YÂeÖ»
YM Y Õ» ½Z¿ ZÅµZ  {Â^¿ ,{¯ ÃZY
ZeÄf§³Ö¿Z]ZÌy®¸f»ÁcÂ½Âr¼ÅÖ¿Z]ZÌy
Ze{Â]Öf§,[Ô¬¿Y |¿YÃ{]l¿,ÖÀmÁZne
½®Ë |À¿Z¼]½Â»ÖÀmYMYÖe|»½Z¿
[Ô¬¿YÄ¯ÕYÄf¨ÅÄµÂ{|ËÂ³Ö»Õ»
ÕÂYÖÀmYMÄ¿Â´rÌÅZ»,|Ì»Zn¿YYY{Ä]
Y Ã|À¯M ÖËZ§ ÖËÂ³  ºË{°¿ Ã|ÅZ» ½Y{»

{Â]Ã|Z»§º°uÂ¯]½|¼eÁ²ÀÅ§
Ö¿Â´¿ Y a ÖfÌÀ»Y LÔy cYYÂ» Ä]
½Á§YÁÖf¿ÂyZ]ÖÀmÁZne,Z^»ÖÀu
½Y|Ì» d§ZËf³½Z¿ÄÌ¸Ö»Â¼¾¯Z»Y{
,{Â]Äf§ZËcÆ[Ô¬¿Y\¸«Ä]Ä¯ÃÅZ«Ëvf·Y

ÕÂ·ÂÀ°eZÅÄ]ne
Cairo’s Tahrir Square, known around the
world as the heart of the revolution, swiftly
transformed into an unwelcoming place
for women; on the very night that Mubarak
fell, CBS correspondent Lara Logan
and many other women were sexually
assaulted by mobs.
According to Amnesty International,
“Testimonies from victims and those
attempting to save them paint a frightening
picture: tens if not hundreds of men
surrounding the victims with countless
hands tearing off clothes and veils,
unzipping trousers and groping breasts,
nipples and backsides. In some cases
WKHVH DWWDFNV PHHW WKH GH¿QLWLRQ RI UDSH
LQFOXGLQJ SHQHWUDWLRQ ZLWK ¿QJHUV DQG
sharp objects.”2 One British journalist
described her ordeal: “Men began to rip
off my clothes. I was stripped naked…
Hundreds of men pulled my limbs apart
and threw me around. They were scratching
and clenching my breasts and forcing their
¿QJHUVLQVLGHPHLQHYHU\SRVVLEOHZD\«
All I could see was leering faces, more
and more faces sneering and jeering as I
was tossed around like fresh meat among
starving lions.”3 As one Egyptian women’s
rights activist put it, “We do not want to use
the term ‘harassment.’ What is happening
today is sexual terrorism.”4
This disturbing trend has spawned
another revolution, by Egyptians striving
to empower women, protect them from
assault, and change anti-woman societal
norms that blame victims. HarassMap is
an online service that enables women to
report their experiences of harassment and
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assault via SMS, informs them of services
such as free counseling, and maps the
incidents online. HarassMap also conducts
outreach to raise awareness of sexual
harassment and assault and encourage
Egyptians to stand up against perpetrators
and protect victims. The project was
founded in December 2010 by a group of
women’s rights activists who sought to
break down victims’ “feeling of isolation
and give a voice to those who would
otherwise hesitate to speak.”5 The demand
for the service was so great that within an
hour of the beta launch, the HarassMap
server crashed.6

Goals and Objectives
HarassMap’s main goal is to “change
the environment in the streets that tolerates
harassment.”7 As project co-founder
Rebecca Chiao says, “We want people
to say, ‘This will not be tolerated. This
GRHVQ¶W¿WZLWKRXU(J\SWLDQYDOXHVRURXU
tradition or history. It’s a new trend and it
has to be stopped.”8
HarassMap includes four main
components. First, women who experience
harassment can send an anonymous text
message or log onto the HarassMap website
to report their experience. HarassMap
then sends automated responses to each
report with information on how to access
IUHH VHUYLFHV ± ¿OLQJ D SROLFH UHSRUW
getting legal aid or psychological help,
or taking a self-defense class. Volunteers
review reports, culling any that do not
list a location or provide enough detail,
and sorting them into categories such as

»ÕZÅ½Z]ZÌy{ÖÀmYMZ]ÃZ^»-YMÄ¬¿s

ÖZ¼fmYÕZÅZnÀÅÁÄfY{Ä´¿Â¨v»ÖÀm
s,ZfY¾ËY{ |¿Z½Â³³{ Y½|
½Z¿½M Ä¸ÌÂ] Ä¯ dYÖËZ¼¿ZeHarassMap
ÖÀm YM Ç|Ã |ÅZ» {YÂ» |À¿YÂeÖ» Õ»
cZ»|y Ä] ,Ã{Y{ Y³ ®»ZÌa ªË Y Y
ÕZÅÃ{Y{ Z] Á Ã{¯ Y|Ìa d{ ÃÁZ» ½Z´ËY
{ YM ÕZÌ§Y¤m ,ÃY ¾ËY Y Ã|ÕÁM¼m
©Â§¾ËÔ¿Ms |ÀÀ¯ÕY{]Ä¬¿YÂ¯¾ËY
Ä] Ö¿Z ÖÅZ³M ÕY] dY ÕYÄ¸ÌÁ ¾ÌÀr¼Å
\Ì£eÁÖÀmdË}YÁYMZ]Ä]Y{½ZË»
ËZ«Á¾ËY½ZÌ¿Z]«YÕY|ZaÕY]ÔeÄ]ZÆ¿M
{ s ¾ËY  ZÆ¿M ¾Ì¸»Z ]Y] { Ö³{ZfËY Á
½ÓZ §YÖÅÁ³ÕÂYÕ{ÔÌ»^»Z{
YÂË{¾f°Öa{Ä¯Ö¿Y´À¯Á½Z¿©Â¬u
Ä]Ä¯Ö¿Z¿Z]½|Y|ºÅÁÖ¿Z]«½Z¿ÕYÁ¿Y
ÕËÄËZa,|¿{Â]|ÀËZ³Ö»¾zÄ]\·Öfz
YÃ|Ä WYYcZ»|yÕY]½Y]Z¯ÕZZ¬e |
aÖeZZZÆÀeÄ¯{Â]Õ|uÄ]Z¼¿Ze¾ËYÕÂ

{ZfËYZ]Z¼¿Ze¾ËYÁ,½MÕY|¿YÃYY

|Z¬»Á¥Y|ÅY
,ËY¾fyZ½Â³³{,Z¼¿ZeÖ¸Y¥|Å
ÖÀmdË}YÁYMÄ¯dYÖ¿Z]ZÌyÁÄqÂ¯{
YÖ°Ë,ÂWZÌqZ°5]5  |À¯Ö»¶¼veÁÄf§Ze]Y
ºÌÅYÂyÖ» Z» |ËÂ³Ö» ,s ¾ËY ½YY~³ÄËZa
¶¼veYµZ¼YÄ¿Â³¾ËY´Ë{Ä¯|ÀËÂ´]¹{»
²ÀÅ§Ä¿ÁdÀZ]Ä¿Ö·Z¼Y¾ÌÀq {¯|ÀÅYÂz¿
¾ËÂ¿dYÕ|¿Á {Y|¿Ö¿YÂyºÅ»xËZeÁ

 d§³e{ÁÄqÅY½MÕÂ¸mdËZ]Ö»Ä¯
Ã| ¶Ì°e Ö¸Y Lm ZÆq Y s ¾ËY
s |À¿YÂeÖ» Ö¿Z]« ½Z¿ ,dz¿  dY
½|¶ÁZË, ZÀZ¿®»ZÌa®ËZ]Y{Y|ËÁ
µZY Z] ,Â]» È¿ZËY  |ÀÅ{ Y³ ,Z¼¿Ze Ä]

ÕÂ·ÂÀ°eZÅÄ]ne
“indecent exposure,” “sexual invites,”
“stalking or following,” “catcalls,” or
“groping.”
HarassMap then maps each incident
online, using the text message system
Frontline SMS to collate the messages and
the online mapping system Ushahidi to
plot the locations out. The online map not
only provides evidence that harassment
exists for those who deny it, it also helps
to “break the stereotypes that lead to
inaction: ‘harassment doesn’t happen in
my neighborhood,’ ‘it only happens to
non-veiled girls,’ ‘it happens in dark streets
at night,’ or by young men who can’t get
married,” all of which are proven false by
HarassMap’s reports.9
This evidence provides support for
HarassMap’s community outreach and
prevention efforts, which are the project’s
primary focus. Volunteers across Egypt
ask for civic support from policemen,
shop owners, and others on the streets
in their neighborhoods, most of whom
agree to stand up against harassment
they witness rather than looking the
other way.10

Leadership
The idea for HarassMap originated
with Rebecca Chiao, an American who had
moved to Egypt to work with the Egyptian
Center for Women’s Rights (ECWR), and
Engy Ghozlan, an Egyptian women’s rights
activist who also worked with ECWR. The
organization’s volunteers experienced
street harassment on a daily basis and
would routinely share their frustration with
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|ÀÀ¯ÕZ°¼Å,ÖËZÀfYÖ]ÕZmÄ]|ÀÀ¯Ö»µÂ^«
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each other. “One day,” Chiao recalled, “we
looked at one another and said that we all
work for a women’s rights organization
and that we should do something about
this!”11 Chiao and Ghozlan began working
on an anti-harassment campaign with
ECWR, and through their networking
with other women’s rights organizations,
they met Amal Fahmy, who worked for
the United Nations Population Fund,
and Sawsan Gad, who had experience
with geographic information systems,
or mapping.12
The idea of mapping sexual harassment
came from NIJEL, a project that helps
organizations share information through
online maps; when a NIJEL partner’s wife
was harassed in Cairo, he approached the
women and offered the project’s mapping
services for free as a tool to track sexual
harassment in Egypt.13 Since access to
mobile phones is widespread in Egypt,
the women realized that being able to
immediately report harassment via text
message would restore women with “the
agency to respond to the way they’ve
been treated” rather than suffering in
silence.14
Together, they founded HarassMap
as an entirely volunteer-driven grassroots
project, with technical assistance from
1,-(/DQGOHJDODLGIURPDORFDOODZRI¿FH
While initially the co-founders spent a
great deal of time trying to legally register
HarassMap with the government, they
decided to remain an un-funded volunteer
group in order to circumvent prohibitive
requirements for registration.15 Over the

»ÕZÅ½Z]ZÌy{ÖÀmYMZ]ÃZ^»-YMÄ¬¿s
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ÕÂ·ÂÀ°eZÅÄ]ne
following two years, though, with funding
from Canada’s International Development
Research Center, HarassMap grew to
include over ten paid staff members and
500 volunteers in nine governorates across
Egypt, from Alexandria to Asyut.16

Civic Environment
Sexual harassment is a problem that has
long affected women in Egypt; according
to a 2008 ECWR survey, 98% of foreign
women and 83% of Egyptian women have
been sexually harassed.17 Half of women
experience harassment on a daily basis, and
women are especially vulnerable to sexual

attack in mass holiday gatherings and
political protests.18 For example, during
2012’s Eid al-Adha, the holiday marking
the end of Ramadan, 727 cases of sexual
harassment – many of which took place in
front of policemen who did not intervene –
were reported to security forces.19
This
harassment
circumscribes
women’s lives in myriad ways; as one of
HarassMap’s co-founders writes, “I grew
up in Cairo learning how to strategize my
life to avoid sexual harassment. I would
make sure to run my errands during a
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football match when men and boys in the
neighborhood are busy watching…I had to
go out at expensive restaurants but not the
more affordable ‘men-only’ cafes or free
public parks, and I had to resort to private
taxi rides over public buses. I even turned
down jobs because they had no accessible
parking, which [would] take me back to
the dreadful public bus. And even with all
these precautions, I [would still be] still
harassed in the few minutes that I have to
walk every day between my parked car and
any building.”20
Meanwhile, societal attitudes place
the blame for such attacks on women,
their attire or their presence in a crowded
public place. A 2008 viral online ad
campaign captured this attitude, with
an image displaying a wrapped lollipop
QH[W WR DQ XQZUDSSHG OROOLSRS ZLWK ÀLHV
clustered on it, captioned “You can’t stop
them, but you can protect yourself,” that
is, by donning the hijab (headscarf).21 As
a result of these attitudes, many women
feel pressure not to speak about their
experiences of sexual harassment and
assault, for fear that they will be blamed
and their reputation will be damaged. In
fact, 97 percent of Egyptian women who
have experienced sexual harassment did
not go to the police “because they didn’t
think it was important or because no one
would help them.”22 This is not to mention
that police frequently harass women
themselves.
In fact, sexual harassment is not just a
social phenomenon but has also been used
by authorities as a way to deter women
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ÕÂ·ÂÀ°eZÅÄ]ne
from participation in the public sphere. At
a Tahrir Square protest on March 9, 2011,
a group of female protestors were arrested,
beaten, given electric shocks, and stripsearched while being photographed by
soldiers.23 Seven women were threatened
with prostitution charges and made to
submit to “virginity tests” during which
a doctor examined their hymens while
soldiers watched and laughed.24 One
of the women said, “On that day, I truly
wished for death.”25 A senior general
MXVWL¿HG WKLV YLRODWLRQ E\ VD\LQJ ³7KH
girls who were detained were not like
your daughter or mine. These were girls
who had camped out in tents with male
protesters in Tahrir Square, and we found
in the tents Molotov cocktails and drugs,”
and that furthermore, none of the women
were virgins.26 While a civilian court found
the “virginity tests” to be illegal, the only
PLOLWDU\RI¿FHUFKDUJHGLQWKHPDWWHUZDV
acquitted.27
In December 2011, a widely-circulated
image of a woman brutally beaten and
stripped to the point that her bra was
exposed by soldiers sparked outrage. At
the same time, as one Egyptian woman
pointed out, “Many people said she had
brought it on herself. What was she
GRLQJ WKHUH LQ WKH ¿UVW SODFH" :K\ ZDV
she dressed like that?”28 In early 2013,
D 6DOD¿ SUHDFKHU H[SUHVVHG DQ H[WUHPH
version of this perspective as he scoffed
at the idea that “naked women, who are
going to Tahrir Square because they
want to be raped, are off limits,” calling
them “devils” and criticizing their lack
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of “shame, good manners, fear and even
femininity.”29
Many excuse sexual harassment as
the natural product of repressed sexuality.
Because of the weak Egyptian economy,
many men cannot afford to get married
and must continue to live at home with
their parents. In addition, premarital sex is
frowned upon, and so – some say – men
vent their frustration by harassing women.
However, the fact that both married men
and prepubescent boys harass women

undermines this theory.
The HarassMap team has been accused
of trying to smear Egypt’s reputation by
drawing attention to sexual harassment.
The project has responded by sending out
a clear message that “We love Egypt; we
do not want to leave; therefore, we are
not letting harassment push us away. If I
have a problem in my house, like water
leaking…I do not hide it, or just abandon
P\KRPH«,¿[LWDQGWKLVLVWKHZD\ZH
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feel about social issues.’”30
Especially in the wake of postrevolution
instability,
HarassMap
volunteers have experienced a backlash
against their work, as some deem sexual
KDUDVVPHQW LQVLJQL¿FDQW QH[W WR (J\SW¶V
other problems; Chiao says, “There’s a
propaganda campaign against us, saying
now is not the time for women’s rights.”31
Nonetheless, HarassMap volunteers are
determined to continue their work; as
Chiao says, “There’s not a time for men
and a time for women…it’s a time to build
the future of our country right now…
for all of us. If any group is excluded
from that, it’s not the future that we want
to see.”32

Message and Audience
+DUDVV0DS VWULYHV WR LQÀXHQFH
bystanders rather than harassers themselves,
in order to “build a community that makes
it more uncomfortable for harassers to
act like they do now.”33 As a communitybased project, HarassMap does not “tell
people what they should…[or] shouldn’t
be doing. We talk to them as neighbors.”34
Volunteers – half of whom are men – are
trained to assemble community outreach
groups in their own neighborhoods. On
a monthly basis, over 500 volunteers go
into their neighborhoods across Egypt to
speak with “people who have a presence in
the street – shop owners, police, the guys
that park cars, the doormen,” asking them
to watch out for sexual harassment and to
stand up against harassers.35
During outreach, volunteers emphasize
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that sexual harassment is a recent problem
and “completely out of step with [Egyptian]
traditions and values.”36 Volunteers go on
to describe Egyptian tradition, recalling
how in the past, bystanders would stand
up to defend women, even to the point
of chasing down harassers and shaving
their heads as a mark of shame. They say,
“Wouldn’t it be great if we could together
make this happen again and be proud of
our streets and…the dignity and culture of
our society?”37
Volunteers use the project’s map
of sexual harassment incidents and
eyewitness stories to show people that
harassment really does happen in their
own neighborhoods, and they “are
often shocked and angered when they
realize how common [it] really is, that it
happens on their streets and to all kinds
of people.”38 Volunteers ultimately ask
the people they speak with to “send
the message: harassment will not be
tolerated!”39
Although
usually
HarassMap
YROXQWHHUV DUH ¿UVW PHW ZLWK UHVLVWDQFH
by the end of the conversation, “most
people are not just agreeing, but they are
enthusiastic and want to take action”;
in fact, eight out of ten people typically
become supporters.40 These community
leaders receive stickers and posters
declaring their shops harassment-free
zones. In exchange, the businesses are
promoted on the HarassMap website as
safe places for women.41
In addition to face-to-face outreach,
the Internet and mobile phones play a key
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role in attracting sexual harassment reports
and new volunteers; Chiao says, “With
social media, [HarassMap] is growing. As
soon as someone hears about your work,
they can click the link and volunteer…
and recruit their friends. The effort to get
people engaged is much less.”42 Moreover,
as the number of cell phone users in Egypt
has grown to 92 million – a penetration
rate of 113 percent – the project’s reach has
expanded further, even to “remote villages
we would never have been able to reach
without technology.”43

Outreach Activities
The HarassMap team has networked
with women’s rights activists around the
world; the project was inspired in part
by the Blank Noise campaign against
street harassment in India.44 HarassMap
has also worked with the US-based
Hollaback movement, which similarly
enables women to report their experiences
of street harassment online.45 The project
has also helped activists in Yemen, Syria,
Lebanon, Bangladesh, Pakistan, India,
and Palestine to launch local versions
of HarassMap, and HarassMap is also
assisting groups in Libya, Turkey, South
Africa, the United States, Canada, Iran,
Malaysia, Indonesia, Japan, Cambodia,
and Morocco to set up their own maps.46
HarassMap also worked with groups in
Lebanon and Sudan to encourage Internet
users to blog and tweet about sexual
harassment (#EndSH) on June 20, 2011;
in that one day, the campaign attracted
hundreds of tweets and over a hundred
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blog posts.47
HarassMap has also formed partnerships
with local NGOs and independent groups
and activists to organize activities like art
exhibitions, performances of HarassMap
UHSRUWV RSHQ PLFV JUDI¿WL FDPSDLJQV
and more. The project also partnered
ZLWKWKHFUHDWRUVRIWKH¿OPUHOHDVHG
in December 2010, which spotlighted
the problem of sexual harassment in
Egypt; before the movie’s release, the
HarassMap team met with its creators
and discussed the issue with them, then
SDUWQHUHGZLWKWKH¿OP¶VVWDUVRQRXWUHDFK
programs.48

As HarassMap works to end tolerance
of sexual harassment, others have joined
WKH ¿JKW 9ROXQWHHU JURXSV 2S$QWL6+
and Tahrir Bodyguard, both founded in
November 2012, patrol mass gatherings
in Tahrir Square, where they intervene
to stop sexual attacks, take victims to a
safe area, and provide them with medical
and psychological support. The groups
also pass out hotline numbers that can
be used, along with Facebook or Twitter

»ÕZÅ½Z]ZÌy{ÖÀmYMZ]ÃZ^»-YMÄ¬¿s
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posts, to report assaults so that volunteers
can respond. They are also launching
additional activities, such as free selfdefense classes and coordination with
political parties to ensure that they provide
YROXQWHHUV WR ¿JKW VH[XDO KDUDVVPHQW
during demonstrations.49 As a Tahrir
Bodyguard representative says, “Women
have the right to protest in the square, and
we are here to protect them and help them
protect themselves.”50
Between HarassMap’s launch and
early 2013, it collected and mapped nearly
1,000 reports of harassment and gathered
surveys from almost 10,000 women.51
HarassMap receives about 20,000 page
views per month.52 As a result of these
achievements, the project has been
recognized internationally, winning the
UNDP’s World Summit Youth Award
in the “Power 2 Women” category in
2011.53 The next year, it won Deutsche
Welle’s Best of the Blogs (BOBs) award
for “best use of technology for social
good.”54
In 2013, HarassMap plans to launch
an educational program through which
teachers and volunteers from public
schools and universities will be trained
in how to address sexual harassment,
including activities adapted for an audience
of young people.55 The project also plans
to expand its community outreach beyond
the streets, to malls, restaurants, and public
transportation.56
As Nehad Abul Komsan, head of the
Egyptian Center for Women’s Rights,
says, “This is a silent crime. But now more
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women are talking about it,” thanks to
the efforts of projects like HarassMap.57
HarassMap has empowered women with
the ability to report harassment and has
begun the hard work of ending societal
tolerance for this trend. As Egyptians are
taking on more personal responsibility for
their country, Chiao says, “People don’t
feel powerless anymore. They’re ready to
exercise their power right now. In the midst
of all the political mess…this is something
really hopeful.”58
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